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Abstract

The Web based visualisation of 3D models that are derived from our cultural thesaurus is a significant scheme for their dissemination in the modern world. Over the last fifteen years, a wide number of approaches to integrate 3D technologies in Web browsers have been developed. It is this evolution of real time 3D computer graphics technologies in combination with the currently available high bandwidth Internet connections and modern Web browsers that enable today users to explore online complex 3D scenes. This report is written within the framework of the CARARE ICT-PSP project and focuses on the development and use of the X3DOM framework. It gathers some of the core aspects of the framework’s current version and provides a tutorial on how it can be used as a carrier for bringing 3D content of cultural heritage to Web’s end-user. The tutorial is related with the development of a dynamic Website that integrates HTML, X3DOM and PHP technologies in order to deliver 3D content to the end-user without the need of installing any plug-ins to a Web-browser.

1. Introduction

It is a fact that the cultural heritage domain can intensely benefited by the advantages and the progress offered in content and knowledge sharing through a global medium such as the Web. The involvement of technology in the dissemination of cultural heritage enables a smooth transition from subjective promotion methodologies such as sketches, designs, drawings, paintings and text based descriptions to more objective such as photographs, video sequences and more recently 3D virtual reconstructions. It is safe to allege that a 3D model provides a better perception than a typical photograph or a video sequence. In fact 3D digital replicas are also able to provide solutions to divergent necessities such as digital preservation. Over the last years, numerous efforts regarding the implementation of Web-based 3D environments have already been reported. A number of surveys arguing the applicability and advantages of such 3D representations have also demonstrated that a photorealistic 3D reconstruction has a great impact on their visitors and encourage more people to visit the physical exhibitions [1][2].

In addition, nowadays 3D computer graphics are considered a commodity. We can find 3D graphics processing units embedded in low cost mobile phone devices and tablets. The high data bandwidth demand required by 3D graphics applications is actually available today by fast Internet access connections. Thus, the hardware backbone is already mature to provide a standardised technology of Web-based 3D content sharing and dissemination. Currently, research institutions are working towards the establishment of standards that will define 3D data visualisation, representation and interaction methods. Towards the same direction the European Union is funding research and development projects (e.g. Europeana [3], CARARE [4], 3D ICONS [5], 3D-COFORM [6], AIM@SHAPE [7], Sculpteur [8]) to take advantage of the 3D technologies and apply them in the cultural heritage domain. On a parallel development pathway, during the last decade several software digitisation applications appeared. They allow the low cost production of 3D replicas of real world movable and unmovable objects, their processing and their visualisation.

On the other hand, the development of Web-based software technologies and tools for 3D data sharing has begun in the early ‘90s but it is still a work-in-progress. As an initial effort,
one can consider the obsolete by now Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) [9].
Bringing 3D content on the Web is a multidimensional procedure with numerous crucial
aspects. Some of these aspects are related to the number of the available operating systems
and Web browsers (user agents). It is important for these two aspects to be taken under
serious consideration when developing a universal technology that will enable end-users
with different Web browsers running on different operating systems to experience 3D
content within a Website.

This report is focused on the use of the X3DOM Framework as a current solution to
deliver 3D content in a Website that is compatible with all¹ major Web browsers under
different operating systems without installing any plug-ins. The report is organised as follow:
In Section 2, we describe in brief a number of related solutions that allow visualising and
exploring 3D content in a Website. Section 3 contains a description of the X3DOM
Framework by referencing the publications being made by the framework’s authors. Then,
we continue in Section 4 by providing a number of prototypes and case studies available on
the Web that use the X3DOM technology. Finally, Section 5 provides a detailed tutorial of
how a developer can use open source technologies to bring 3D content in a Website
involving the X3DOM technology.

2. Related Work

The development of a standard that will natively provide real time 3D graphics through all
Web browsers that also run on all the major operating systems is a difficult task to be
achieved. In this Section, we briefly describe some of the related technologies available for
bringing 3D content over the Web with the use of browser plug-ins.

The Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) is a standard file format for
representing 3D interactive vector graphics that been particularly designed with the World
Wide Web in mind. Today, X3D file format [10] is considered the successor of VRML. Both
VRML and X3D [10] have been accepted as international standards by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO). The first version of VRML was specified in November
1994 and it was first approved in 1997. This version was specified from, and very closely
resembled, the API and file format of the Open Inventor software component, originally
developed by SGI. The current and functionally complete version is VRML97 (ISO/IEC 14772-
1:1997). VRML has now been superseded by X3D (ISO/IEC 19775-1) [1]. Some of the
available VRML/X3D plug-ins such as the BS Contact from Bitmanagement [11], provides
custom extensions in order to allow the Web developer to access modern 3D graphics
features (bump mapping, multi stage texturing, texture level of detail, normal mapping, etc),
shading (OpenGL shader language GLSL), complex real time 3D shadows and lighting, scene
post-processing and modern game like functionality. Furthermore, most of the available
VRML/X3D plug-ins allow the transfer of compressed 3D models using the GNU gzip
compression scheme [12].

Moreover, O3D is a Web oriented cross-platform JavaScript API which was written in
C by Google. Google has recently start announced that O3D will be changing in order to run
on top of the WebGL platform that is discussed further on. O3D was developed in order to
provide an API for 3D games, 3D advertisements, model viewers, simulation, engineering
and massive online virtual worlds

Another cross-platform technology is the Unity 3D [14]. It is a game engine (integrated
authoring tool) for creating apart from 3D video games other interactive 3D content. The
engine provides a Web browser plug-in able to run on Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla

¹ Currently Microsoft’s Internet Explorer (8,9,10pp) is the only major browser that requires the
installation of a WebGL plug-in.
Firefox Safari, Opera, Google Chrome and Camino. Unity is also able to export its projects as standalone applications for the mobile devices (e.g. IOS and Android). The non-Pro version of the game engine is provided for free and it involves an integrated development environment with hierarchical, visual editing and detailed property inspectors.

Another solution for bringing 3D content over the Web is the open source OpenSpace3D development platform [15]. It provides solutions for interactive real time 3D projects. The development team behind the platform continuously attempts to integrate the latest technologies in domains of virtual reality, speech recognition and real time 3D computer graphics. At the moment the software is provided as a plug-in for all major Web browsers under the Microsoft Windows operating system.

Furthermore, TurnTool is a similar platform for bringing 3D content in a website [16]. Turntool allows the conversion of 3D models/scenes from applications like 3D Studio Max, Autodesk Viz, ArchiCad and Cinema4D into a custom 3D file format viewable from their own Web browser plug-in.

3. The X3DOM Framework – Current Architecture and System Implementation

Although there is a number of solutions available to the developer to bring 3D content in a Website by using plug-ins (Section 2) there is currently one solution that attempts to offer 3D content natively, without the need of installing any plug-ins. The X3DOM (pronounced X-Freedom) framework is an experimental open-source framework and runtime developed by Fraunhofer IGD Visual Computing System Technologies [19] that provides support in the currently on-going discussion in the Web3D and W3C communities on how HTML5 and declarative 3D content could be implemented. It actually attempts to fulfill the current HTML5 specification for the declarative 3D content and allows the inclusion of X3D models-elements [10] to be a part of an HTML5 DOM tree [20]. The following figure (Figure 1) illustrates the relations between other associated standards such as the SVG 2D vector framework [21], the HTML5 canvas element and WebGL (Web Graphics Library Javascript API) [23].

According to Behr et al. [18] X3DOM is a temporary solution for Web application developers until the X3D becomes a native (integral) part of HTML5. It is a framework that enables the integration of 3D content into Web pages without the need to forge new concepts as it relies on and utilises today’s standards. It can be considered as a method to bring X3D (the open international standard for 3D on the Web [22]) to mass market and to promote 3D in a declarative manner for everyday use. One of X3DOM’s main goals is to provide a live-interactive X3D scene in the HTML DOM that allows the developer to manipulate the scene’s 3D content by adding, removing and altering DOM elements. It also supports other HTML events such as the on-click event [18].

![Figure 1. Illustration of X3DOM as a part of the HTML5 specification and its relation to WebGL](image)
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**Figure 1. Illustration of X3DOM as a part of the HTML5 specification and its relation to WebGL** [1]
X3DOM can be viewed as a thin layer between HTML and X3D that enables a connection between the two standards. The authors of X3DOM state that this framework is their attempt to make declarative 3D a first class citizen (just like text, images, audio and video) of every Web browser. The framework proposes the integration of X3D content directly into the HTML Document Object Model (DOM)-tree. Additionally, the authors of X3DOM proposed using X3D since the HTML5 specification already briefly references X3D for declarative 3D scenes [18]. X3DOM was accepted by the Web3D community [25] as one of the official solutions while the X3D/HTML5 Working group [Consortium 2010] is focused on the integration of X3D into HTML. Their final goal is to make the authoring and use of declarative XML-based X3D scenes as natural and well-supported for HTML5 authors as the current support of technologies such as SVG [5] and MathML [26].

Behr et al. [18] describe the system architecture being organised into three building blocks. These are the User Agent (UA) which is the actual Web browser, the X3D runtime (X3DR) and the connector (CON). The UA is responsible for holding the DOM tree. It integrates and composes the final rendering of the scene. It is equipped with a URI-resolver that is used to download images, video files, sounds and other types of data types that compose the scene’s content. On the other hand, the X3DR block offers the services for building and updating the X3D scene and it handles the user’s inputs that are related to point clicking and navigation in the 3D space. The CON block plays the role of the inner core of the systems architecture by connecting the DOM-tree hold by the UA with the X3DR. It distributes the relevant changes in both directions. Thus, any DOM-tree updates such as an addition, a removal or an attribute change in an object are forwarded to both directions. The CON block is also responsible for handling the media up- and down-streams.

The current implementation of the system provides a JavaScript-layer that automatically monitors any changes in the DOM and updates the X3DR and the rendering system in the background. This approach utilises the fact that modern UAs (Web browsers) parse and append tags from an HTML stream to the DOM even though they are not part of the current standard. According to the authors this intermediate framework supports a smooth transition from current temporary situation to a situation where all Web browsers will support X3D natively.

Furthermore, the proposed system is able to instantiate and synchronise different backend 3D technologies. X3DOM follows the fallback model that is illustrated in Figure 3. Depending on the X3DOM profile and the current Web browser, the system automatically selects the appropriate backend rendering system. Each one of the supported backends provide
support for specific X3D profiles and also has specific features and performance criteria [18][24]. The system, as being illustrated in Figure 3, checks the requested 3D backend profile and tries to detect and initiate a match on the running computer system. According to the authors [24], the backends are organised in terms of performance and features. The lower the position in the fallback model the lower the quality of the 3D graphics. When the first node of the fallback model is executed, the framework checks if the Web browser supports natively X3D content. As currently there is no Web browser available that offers this option the fallback model continues with the rest of the possible backend 3D rendering options. The second node checks if an SAI-plugin is available to the Web browser. Such an example is the Instant Reality X3D plugin [28]. Then it continues with the O3D-plugin [23]. The current implementation supports, apart from others backends (Figure 3), the WebGL API [23]. This backend is supported by all major Web browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, Safari and Internet Explorer through the use of a plug-in.

![X3DOM fallback model](image-url)

**Figure 3.** X3DOM fallback model as being illustrated by Behr et al. [18][24]. An important feature of the X3DOM is the support of different 3D rendering backends.
The WebGL API can be considered as a new technology that is embedded into JavaScript. WebGL is the only current backend that doesn’t require from the end-user to install any additional plug-ins. It describes the 3D rendering context available through the HTML5 canvas element. This is achieved by defining a set of new JavaScript objects and methods [23]. WebGL is based on the Open GL ES 2.0 standard proposed by Munshi et al. [27][31]. It can be comprehended as an OpenGL dialect that was developed for embedded and portable devices (e.g. tablets, mobile phones, etc.) that currently are equipped with inferior in terms of performance graphics processing units (GPUs). Currently, WebGL is also implemented in Mozilla Firefox for both Android and iOS platforms. Thus, X3DOM can be seen as a powerful solution not only for desktop computer systems but also for mobile devices. In fact some of the major browser vendors such as Apple (Safari), Google (Chrome), Mozilla (Firefox), and Opera (Opera) are actual members of the WebGL Working Group. WebGL is accompanied by the GLSL cross-platform shading programming language. The Body Browser made by Google is one of the first examples that exploit the WebGL technology to allow the user to interactively explore a detailed 3D model of the human body [32].

4. Showcases, Examples and Prototypes based on the X3DOM Framework

A number of publicly available Websites have been created that exploit the X3DOM framework in order to bring 3D content experience to their visitors. Some of them present content derived from the cultural heritage domain and this is the main reason why they are mentioned in the report.

The EU founded project 3D-COFORM utilises the binary compression method available in the X3DOM to visualise low polygon models captured with shape-from-silhouette technique as well as large 3D datasets (up to 4 million polygons) in real time. The models have been digitised and provided by the Victoria & Albert museum in London (Figure 4) [33].

The Athena Research Centre through its Multimedia Department has implemented a showcase where a number of cultural heritage related objects are presented as a 3D gallery. The user is able to select one of the 3D models through a 2D user interface and explore an artefact in 3D using the navigation controls offered by the X3DOM framework (Figure 5). The showcase is taking advantage of the inline element available in the X3DOM framework in order to dynamically create a X3D scene and stream it to the Web browser. This showcase is an implementation of the tutorial included in this report (Section 5).

The Digital Irish Light Experience is a project that produced a thematic Website of lighthouses in Ireland and exploits again the X3DOM framework (Figure 6). Furthermore, Lornet-Design has implemented a thematic website about the city of Dijon located in Eastern France. The visitor can perform a virtual visit to a low complexity 3D model of a part of the city. A number of predefined viewpoints are also available to the virtual visitor to be transferred directly to specific points of interest within the 3D model.

Michaelis et al. presented a conceptual approach of how we can develop web apps that provide real-time 3D support, behave like native apps and run platform independently on smartphones, tablets and desktop computers. Their concept is completely based on standard web technologies like HTML5, CSS3, DOM scripting, and Ajax [35]. Pimsuwan et al. [36] created a VR book store using X3DOM. To accomplish that, they have used technologies such as the X3DOM, JavaScript embed in a HTML page, serversided scripts and PHP. Prieto et al. [37] focused on the visualization of 3D city models in mobile devices natively through
Web browser using X3DOM, driven by the use of CityGML\(^2\) as the reference data model. Hering et al. have presented a campus information system based on WebGL [38].

\(^2\) CityGML allows representing and storing information of 3D city models in a single data model and facilitates the use and the interoperability of the same by different agents [18].
5. Using the X3DOM Framework – A tutorial

This tutorial describes in detail an integration of common Web technologies such as HTML and PHP with X3DOM in order to demonstrate a simple and efficient pipeline for embedding 3D content in an HTML Website. The tutorial has been built on source code examples found in the official Website of X3DOM’s documentation [45]. The proposed system has as prerequisites some basic Web development knowledge and the installation of a Web server (e.g. Apache HTTP Web server [39]) along with a PHP hypertext preprocessor [40]. An open source 3D model processing software (Meshlab [34]) is also required in order to perform the transformation of the 3D content in the X3D file format that is required by the proposed pipeline.

The following figure (Figure 8) illustrates the components of the described system. The system is composed by two parts, the online and the offline part.

The online part requires as mentioned before the installation and setup of an HTTP Webserver and a PHP hypertext preprocessor. The installation procedures of these components are out of the scope of this tutorial and thus the reader will need to refer to their own installation guidelines [39][40].

On the other hand, the offline part is related with the preparation (transformation) of the 3D content in the required 3D file format (X3D). This is also considered as the initial step of the Offline part. In order to achieve this, a mesh processing tool like Meshlab can be used.
5.1 Offline Part Implementation

Given a number of 3D models in the OBJ 3D file format (e.g. Model_A.obj, Model_B.obj, Model_n.obj) followed by texture map images (e.g. Model_A.jpg, Model_B.jpg, Model_n.jpg) Meshlab can be used to convert them into the X3D file format. As a result a number of new files is produced (e.g. Model_A.x3d, Model_B.x3d, Model_n.x3d) followed again by their texture map images (e.g. Model_A.jpg, Model_B.jpg, Model_n.jpg). These X3D files should be stored in a folder accessible by the Webserver. This folder is the 3D Content Web Folder shown in Figure 8. Additionally, Meshlab can be used for the production of screenshots of each 3D model. These can be used under an image processing tool (e.g. The Gimp [34]) in order to produce a set of thumbnail images. These should also be stored again in another Webserver accessible folder and will be used within the Website as hyperlinks to the 3D models.

Once the 3D content is converted in the X3D format, a UTF-8 text file editor can be used to explore the content of these files. In this tutorial, we consider the case where a single polygonal mesh is described within the X3D file. The following table (Table 1) presents an example of an X3D file format.

The X3D source code found in Table 1 points to an external JPEG image file (Model_A.jpg) which is the texture map image file. Additionally, the source code includes the traditional data structures one can find in almost any 3D triangular mesh file format. There are elements to declare the vertices coordinates (Element Coordinate point), their organisation into triads (Element IndexedFaceSet coordIndex), the normal vector of each triangle (Element Normal vector) and UV texture map coordinates (Element TextureCoordinate).

---

3 Within all the source code snippets found in this tutorial, the name models will be used as the folder’s name.
4 Within all the source code snippets found in this tutorial, the name thumbs will be used as the folder’s name.
5.2 Online Part Implementation

Furthermore, on the online part of the system, the proposed Website composed by a Main Part (MP) and a Dynamic Part (DP). Both parts are implemented as PHP source code files as they contain script sessions (Shown in Figure 8 as index.php and model.php under the Root Web folder).

The MP will be used by the end-user to select the 3D model he or she would like to explore. This will be achieved by clicking on a set of typical HTML hyperlink elements. On the other hand, the DP part will be responsible for fetching the actual X3D content. Every time the user selects one of the available, in the MP, hyperlinks, an X3D model will be retrieved and will be presented within an iframe element that will be declared in MP (Figure 8). The content of the iframe is the Dynamic Part (DP) of the Website. More specifically, MP (index.php) can define at some point an iframe element. An example of such declaration is given below:

```
<iframe name="3d" src="null.html" frameborder="no" width="100%" height="100%" scrolling="no"></iframe>
```

Table 2. Declaring the iframe where the 3D model will be presented

The iframe is named “3d” and this name will be used by the X3D model retrieval PHP script (named model.php in this example) as the target frame in which its results will be presented. Furthermore, the iframe can point to a null HTML file that will initially fill the iframe area with some other content (e.g. Descriptive text, a logo, etc).

Apart from the iframe declaration, MP also involves a number of hyperlinks to the 3D models. These hyperlinks can be assigned to the thumbnail images that were previously created and may point to the X3D model retrieval PHP script (model.php) which will accessed along with a URL-based parameter that will contain the filename of a 3D model. The result of this hyperlink will be directed within the iframe named ‘3d’ (target="3d") that has been previously defined in MP (Table 3).
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<?php
$a = 'ModelA.x3d';
$b = 'ModelA_Thumbnail';
echo '<a href="model.php?fname='.$a.'" target="3d">
  <img src="thumbs/'.$b.'.jpg" />
</a>';
?>

Table 3. Creating links for the X3D models

Furthermore, the content of the model.php script can be as follow:

<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv='Content-Type' content='text/html; charset=utf-8'/>
<meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="chrome=1" />
<link rel='stylesheet' type='text/css' href='http://www.x3dom.org/x3dom/release/x3dom.css'/>
<script type='text/javascript' src='http://www.x3dom.org/download/1.3/x3dom.js'></script>
</head>
<body onLoad="init()" background="#000000" text="#000000" leftmargin="0" topmargin="0" marginwidth="0" marginheight="0">
<div style="background-color: #000000;" align="right">
<x3d id='the_element' showStat='false' showLog='false' x='0px' y='0px' width='680px' height='433px'>
  <scene>
    <Background skyColor='0 0 0'></Background>
    <inline url='<?php echo 'models/'.$_GET['fname'].'.x3d';?>'></inline>
  </scene>
</x3d>
</div>
</body>
</html>

Table 4. A PHP script that uses the X3DOM framework to visualise and X3D model

A link to the Javascript X3DOM framework is included in the HEAD section of the PHP script file. The URL included points to the current 1.3 version.

<script type='text/javascript' src='http://www.x3dom.org/download/1.3/x3dom.js'></script>

Furthermore, an X3D scene is defined within the limits of a DIV element along with some additional properties such the width and height of the window where the 3D model will be displayed. These properties can be set to the same dimensions as the iframe in MP in order for the 3D content to cover the whole iframe area.

<x3d id='the_element' showStat='false' showLog='false' x='0px' y='0px' width='680px' height='433px'>
  <scene>
    <Background skyColor='0 0 0'/>
    <inline url='<?php echo 'models/'.$_GET['fname'].'.x3d';?>'/>
  </scene>
</x3d>

A background colour is also defined in order for the iframe background to match with the rest of the Website. The X3DOM background’s opacity can also be defined [36]. Then, the X3D scene in actually enriched with one of the 3D models stored in the /models folder. This is achieved by using the inline element.

<inline url='<?php echo 'models/'.$_GET['fname'].'.x3d';?>'/>
Once the above script is executed, the *X3DOM Javascript* is initiated and it will then be responsible for parsing the X3D file and visualise it.

The current version of X3DOM offers a number of options to explore the 3D scene. More specifically, by holding down the left mouse bottom and by moving the mouse the object is rotated towards the direction defined by the mouse movement. Zooming in and out is enabled by holding down the right mouse button and moving the mouse. By pressing the key ‘M’ a number of rendering methods are available to the user (The current version shifts between coloured point cloud and 3D mesh rendering). The key ‘R’ resets the viewpoint of the 3D scene, while keys ‘F’, ‘E’, ‘W’ enable the fly, examine and walk mode respectively. The key ‘D’ enables a rendering window where the model is visualised using a normalised colour encoded depthmap method that is used for detecting the point on the model which the user is point to.

Furthermore, a number of properties about the current 3D scene (e.g. Frames-per-second, Number of Triangles, Number of Vertices, etc.) are available to the end user by including the following JavaScript in the *model.php* script (Table 5).

```javascript
<script>
  var $element;
  var debug = false;
  var pick_mode_info;
  var nav_mode_info;
  var ab_info;

  function init() {
    $element = document.getElementById('the_element');
    updateAbInfo('Viewpoint');
    updateNavInfo();
  }

  function updateNavInfo() {
    nav_mode_info = document.getElementById('nav_mode_info');
    nav_mode_info.innerHTML = $element.runtime.navigationType();
  }

  function updateAbInfo(typeName) {
    var bindable = $element.runtime.getActiveBindable(typeName);
    ab_info = document.getElementById('ab_info');
    ab_info.innerHTML = bindable.tagName + '/ ' + bindable.getAttribute('description');
  }

  function toggleStats(link) {
    stats = $element.runtime.statistics();
    if (stats) {
      $element.runtime.statistics(false);
      link.innerHTML = '<font color=#ffffff>Show statistics</font>';
    } else {
      $element.runtime.statistics(true);
      link.innerHTML = '<font color=#ffffff>Hide statistics</font>';
    }
  }
</script>

Table 5. JavaScript to display additional properties about the content of the 3D scene [44]

In order to enable or disable the visualisation of these properties within the X3DOM window the following HTML code snippet can be used together:

```html
<a href="#" onClick="toggleStats(this);">Show statistics</a>
```

Concluding, a working implementation of this example can also be found at http://www.ceti.gr/~akoutsou/x3d/demo. For further information about the X3DOM Framework, its use and additional showcases can be found at the official X3DOM Website resources [45]-[47].
6. Conclusions

An important factor in Web content authoring is the interoperability of the content among all the different platforms. The example presented in this report verifies that X3DOM can actually achieve this by exploiting technologies such as JavaScript and DOM-tree infrastructure found in modern Web browsers. The authors of X3DOM Framework mention that the future work will be mainly influenced by the discussions and results of the W3C incubator group “Declarative 3D”. Additionally, they also mention that they would like to explore in how far new HTML5 elements such as the “device” tag can be utilised towards interactive Augmented Reality applications [18][24].
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